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Mr. Wedgwood Benn said, " Before I say why the Government acted as
they did, I want to say one word about the declaration itself. The declaration
was a re-statement and interpretation of me Montagu policy. Lord Irwin's
statement must stand as it was drafted and no gloss must be'put upon it. It
means that it says no less, and co more. The Montagu declaration was embodied
in the Preamble to an Act of Parliament and so long as that Act remains, the
preamble remains. If and when Parliament sees fit to alter the Preamble it can
exercise its sovereign rights and do so. Inasmuch as this standing policy of the
last twelve years has not been challenged, I need not support it by quotations
from well-known authorities, with which, of course, every student of these matters
is familiar. The Montagu policy stands as the cardinal article of faith in British
policy towards India.
" There we were and that was what we proposed to do and there was the
Opposition facing us. We decided to do it. Why ? The .first reason was this.
We were advised to do so by the Viceroy. But- let me make this perfectly plain.
I should like to exalt the Viceroy in this matter, because he came to England as
an ambassador of peace and has gone back to India as a peace-maker."
Continuing Mr. Wedgwood Benn said: "We do not take shelter behind
the Viceroy. He offered advice and we were free to reject it. We did not
reject it, because it agreed with our convictions. Why did he offer this advice
and suggest this declaration should be made ? He said in first place that doubts
had existed in India as to the sincerity of British parties in the matter of the
Montagu policy. Does anybody doubt that of recent years there has grown up
a feeling, and it has constantly been said that the British policy was altering,
that the tone was altering, that sympathy was gone, that the days of Mr. Montagu
were past. The Viceroy said these doubts existed and that for the removal of
these doubts it was necessary to issue a declaration of the existing policy. Wft
did so.
" The second reason he gave was this. He said the Statutory Commission
is going to report and we want, if we can, to make a good atmosphere for the
report. We want to have an atmosphere of goodwill and that will be better
secured if we can clear up the doubts which exist in the minds of Indians, who
have been assisting the British Government and cooperating with us and
helping the work of Montagu schemes and to remove the webs of mistrust which
it was necessary to clear ; way."
Mr. Wedgwood Benn said, " That is the purpose and these were the
reasons alleged by the Viceroy and given to the Cabinet as reasons why we
should take this course and it was because those reasons appeared to us to be
good and sound that Government took the course which they did."
" Now the question arises and it is a practical question. Did we succeed ?
I do not want to speak about the atmosphere which existed in India. It has been
growing steadily worse and worse and I could give many quotations to show
that. But let anyone read " The Times " of March iQ^thi year,* They will fifcd
an, article from the Delhi correspondent which gives a sad picture of the spirit
that existed in India. I myself was faced, in my attempt to discharge my duties,
*	Presumably  Mr. Benn's reference is to the following passage in the despatch of the
Delhi correspondent of «• The Timep," being a review of the Simon Commission's tonr :—
*	The answer to  the question  whether  the boycott is  or is not a success depends on
one's point of view.    The men who determined upon supporting the  boycott policy before
even the Inquiry  was launched  have,  as a party, stuck together in that determination.
They have gathered in others only recently weaned from extremism to become " responsive
co-operators,"  and they  have continuously organized demonstrations against the Commis-
sioners and their co-operating Indian Committees.    But such consistency is not necessarily
success,   The main effect  of their  policy has been to keep out of contact with the Royal,
Commissioners a large body of the 'accepted  political leaders of the Hindu intelligentsia.
That  is  in itself deplorable.    It means that the Statutory   Inquiry will not be able to
produce a report that will incorporate and fuse together the best of British experience of
self-Government and  the best  that modern politically minded  Indians could have.con.«!
from their personal touch  with Indian tradition and custom,   la that success j

